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Robbery / Officer Involved Accident
Investigation Update
The Birmingham Police Department reports that detectives have obtained warrants in a
robbery investigation. The incident began on Thursday, July 18th at approximately 12:25
a.m. Officers from the North Precinct responded to #10 9th Avenue North to investigate
a report of a citizen that was robbed of a vehicle. A short time later, officers located the
victim’s vehicle as the suspects drove in the 800 block of 5 th Street North. After the
suspect pulled from the roadway, officers managed to corner the suspects. Officers
attempted to approach the vehicle but the suspect attempted to flee in the vehicle by
driving over the curb. As the suspect pulled from the scene, he attempted to run over
an officer, then intentionally struck two approaching patrol vehicles. Officers managed
to take both suspects into custody shortly after the collision.
The first suspect has been identified as:
Reontay Harley, B/M, 26 years old, of Birmingham Alabama. Investigators obtained
a Robbery First degree warrant and an Attempting to Elude warrant against the
suspect. Two Attempted Murder warrants have also been obtained against the
suspect
The second suspect has been identified as:
Warderrius Twilley, B/M, 25 years old, of Birmingham Alabama. Investigators
obtained a Robbery First degree warrant and a Certain Persons Forbidden To
Possess Firearm warrant against the suspect. An Attempting To Elude warrant has
also been obtained against the suspect
***MORE***

The suspect (Reontay Harley) is still in the hospital receiving treatment for his injuries.
The suspect will be transported to the Jefferson County Jail after he is released from
the hospital.
The suspect (Warderrius Twilley) is in the process of being transported from the
Birmingham City Jail to the Jefferson County Jail.
The officer is home and expected to recover from his injury.
Mugshot photos of the suspects Reontay Harley and Warderrius Twilley are
attached.
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